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ABSTRACT

Deep neural networks achieve state-of-the-art performance on object detection tasks with RGB data. However,
there are many advantages of detection using multi-modal imagery for defence and security operations. For
example, the IR modality offers persistent surveillance and is essential in poor lighting conditions and 24hr
operation. It is, therefore, crucial to create an object detection system which can use IR imagery. Collecting
and labelling large volumes of thermal imagery is incredibly expensive and time-consuming. Consequently, we
propose to mobilise labelled RGB data to achieve detection in the IR modality. In this paper, we present a
method for multi-modal object detection using unsupervised transfer learning and adaptation techniques. We
train faster RCNN on RGB imagery and test with a thermal imager. The images contain object classes; people
and land vehicles and represent real-life scenes which include clutter and occlusions. We improve the baseline
F1-score by up to 20% through training with an additional loss function, which reduces the difference between
RGB and IR feature maps. This work shows that unsupervised modality adaptation is possible, and we have the
opportunity to maximise the use of labelled RGB imagery for detection in multiple modalities. The novelty of
this work includes; the use of the IR imagery, modality adaption from RGB to IR for object detection and the
ability to use real-life imagery in uncontrolled environments. The practical impact of this work to the defence
and security community is an increase in performance and the saving of time and money in data collection and
annotation.
Keywords: Object detection, Transfer learning, Modality adaption, Thermal imagery, Multi-modal detection

1. INTRODUCTION
The security and defence industry is becoming increasingly reliant on intelligent signal processing techniques to
achieve 24hr surveillance capabilities. Machine learning can significantly benefit defence and security applications,
for example, detecting threats in real-time can be used to support decision making. Automatic processing of
the data is being implemented to reduce complexity and to fuse information from multiple sensors to increase
reliability. By developing computer vision with 24hr surveillance, we can reduce the burden on the human
operator, while allowing them to make safer, quicker and more informed decisions.
At present, object detection is predominantly applied to RGB imagery1–3 , which exhibits severe limitations
under low light or adverse weather conditions. However, detection in these situations is essential for defence
and security operations. Infrared (IR) sensors can offer a solution to this problem. The current state of the art
detectors (based on Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)) trained with RGB imagery have demonstrated very
competitive performance.1 The main factor of this performance is the existence of extensive and well-annotated
RGB datasets such as ImageNet,4 COCO5 and Pascal VOC.2 However, there is currently a severe lack of publicly
available IR data that prevents the development of effective detectors in IR imagery. Given the heavy dependency
of CNNs on data, using small datasets for training can cause overfitting, and the model will fail to generalise.
Collecting, processing, and annotating hundreds of thousands of IR images for deep learning algorithms would
be prohibitively expensive or even impossible, given the context of this defence and security application.
Even with large datasets available for training, standard detectors cannot deal well with changes in data
distributions including viewpoints, poses, lighting conditions, backgrounds and occlusions. Transfer Learning
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Figure 1. Detections in long wavelength IR imagery after training faster RCNN with RGB data with (left image) and
without (right image) our extra mean squared error loss term.

(TL) and Domain Adaptation (DA) techniques help account for these changes in distributions. TL is the
research area in machine learning that focuses on using the knowledge gained while solving one problem (source)
and applying it to a different but related problem (target)6 . DA arises when we want to adapt a model trained
on source data to perform well on a different but related target distribution. In the past number of years, many
TL and DA techniques have been developed to help solve the lack of data issues in RGB imagery7 . Our problem
deals with changes in modality with the domain staying the same. To solve this problem of modality adaptation
we ask two questions: can RGB trained weights be used for detection in IR imagery and is it possible to adapt
a network trained on RGB imagery to boost the performance when tested with IR imagery in an unsupervised
manner?
Our work addresses these questions and proposes an unsupervised modality adaptation approach to boost IR
object detection performance. We train a network on labelled RGB and unlabelled IR imagery. During training,
we aim to minimise the distance between the source (RGB) and target (IR) distributions as this will result in
features which are invariant to shifts in modality. Figure 1 shows the effect of our method on LWIR imagery.
To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first work addressing adaptation across modalities (RGB to IR)
for object detection. The main contributions of our work are:
• Empirical proof that features learned from a network trained solely on RGB imagery can detect objects in
IR imagery up to a certain degree of accuracy.
• Introduction of the concept of modality adaptation to enhance detection in IR imagery in an unsupervised
manner.
• The first multi-modal detection network trained with RGB labels only.
• A demonstration that our method works for non-corresponding imagery which is ultimately more valuable
for real-life scenarios.

2. RELATED WORK
Given that we are introducing the concept of modality adaptation between RGB and IR imagery we, therefore,
describe relevant research on TL and DA with a focus on deep learning methods.
TL is usually followed by fine-tuning (FT) on the target specific dataset if labels are provided (supervised
domain adaptation). The majority of research which incorporate these techniques use RGB data8 . However,
recently TL techniques have explored fusing RGB and thermal9, 10 and thermal/RGB and depth imagery to
improve detection results11, 12 . TL alone is not sufficient for solving our problem as not all features will be
useful for the target imagery. More importantly, FT requires target labels, which is not always available, like
our scenario in this paper. There are several unsupervised adaptation techniques available when TL followed by
FT is not possible. Many unsupervised DA techniques learn correspondences in features between two different

domains by minimising the difference between the source and target feature distributions. Several researchers
have used maximum mean discrepancy13 loss for this purpose14, 15 . In 2014, Ganin and Lempitsky16 presented
a new approach to domain adaptation using a domain classifier. The network is invariant to shifts in the domain
by augmenting it with a gradient reversal layer. Through training, the domain classifier finds it harder to
distinguish between domains as the features learnt become more invariant to changes in domain. In papers,17–20
similar routes are taken. The authors of paper21 use multiple adversarial discriminators to make use of complex
structures of the target domain and improve performance. Some methods22, 23 aim to mitigate this issue by using
pseudo labels for training in the target domain in a semi-supervised approach. Pseudo labels are the predicted
class labels of the object with the maximum probability, used as if they are correct. Results can be unstable
when there are few labelled examples23 . Researchers have more recently started to use generative adversarial
networks (GANs) to make source imagery look as though it came from the target domain24–27 . Object detection
in defence and security in computer vision is rarely covered, with only a small number of papers applying current
techniques to military data compared with other applications28–30 . Military data is very complex, and this may
be a reason why research rarely uses it.
These adaptation techniques have not been tested for modality adaptation. In our work, we address this by
using an adaptation technique which minimises the mean squared error between feature maps in RGB and IR
imagery. We train without requiring corresponding imagery in both modalities. We choose not to train with
pseudo labels as our dataset was small and the shift between modalities is more significant than between domain
so falsely labelled data would greatly affect our network. GANs were not used to create synthetic IR imagery as
my dataset contains complex scenes and it is impossible to determine heat signatures from RGB imagery. We
use the mean squared error as it is a simple but effective way to measure the difference between feature maps
and help create modality invariant features.

3. OUR APPROACH
Our object detection network is trained to generate features which are invariant to changes in modality. To
create these features, we introduce an additional loss function into the Faster RCNN (fRCNN) network1 losses.
We use this loss to help train the network to minimise the difference between the feature maps produced from
both RGB and long-wave infrared (LWIR) imagery. Note that we do not use LWIR labels in the training process
and so it can be considered as unsupervised adaptation. Figure 2 depicts the full architecture of our proposed
network.

3.1 Object detection network
We use the popular fRCNN network with VGG16 architecture31 as the baseline feature extractor. This network
has a two-stage detection approach: localisation and classification. Object localisation is the process of finding
where objects are in images and creating a bounding box around them. Object classification will provide a label
identifying each of the objects in the bounding boxes.

3.2 Faster RCNN loss
Within the fRCNN architecture, the region proposal network (RPN) produces a confidence probability to show
how confident the net is that there is an object present in the current anchor box. Anchor boxes are a set of
predefined bounding boxes of a certain height and width. The RPN also creates anchor box regression values to
predict where the network believes there are objects present. The final evaluation layers of the fRCNN network
predict probabilities for classification and bounding box information. Therefore, the fRCNN loss consists of a
region proposal objectness loss, a region proposal anchor loss, a classification loss and a bounding box loss1 .
Equations 1 − 4 express the components of the loss mathematically.
The anchor loss (A) is given as:
A=λ

1 X ∗
p Lreg (ti , t∗i )
NA i i

(1)

where Lreg is the smooth L1 loss function, ti represents the vector containing the coordinates of the proposal
anchor box, t∗i is the ground truth box associated with a positive anchor box. NA is the total number of anchor

Figure 2. Diagram depicting the fRCNN with VGG16 architecture that the RGB imagery passes through and our proposed
extension to adapt the network to LWIR imagery. The feature extractor of the fRCNN network consists of the first 13
convolutional layers of the VGG16 network. After every convolution (blue), there is a RELU layer and every second/third
layer there is a max pooling layer (red).

boxes and λ is a balancing weight and has a default value of ten1 . pi is the predicted probability that the anchor
box contains an object. The ground truth probabilities p∗i are 1 if the anchor contains an object and 0 if it does
not. N is the number of anchor boxes. Note that only positively labeled anchors are used for training.
The objectness loss (O) is described as:

O=

N
1 X
Lcls (pi , p∗i )
Ncls i=1

(2)

where Lcls is the log loss over two class objects i.e. object present versus no object present. This loss is normalised
by Ncls which is the mini-batch size that the network is trained with.
k
, Bhk ) for each
For each region of interest (ROI), there are bounding box regression offsets B k = (Bxk , Byk , Bw
of the K object classes, indexed by k and discrete probability outputs prob = (prob0 , ..., probK ). Each training
ROI is labelled with a ground truth class u and bounding box regression v.

The Bounding Box loss (B) and Classification loss (C) are described as:
B = [u ≥ 1]Lloc (B u , v)

(3)

C = −log(probu )

(4)

where Lloc is the smooth L1 loss function.

3.3 Mean Squared Error (MSE) Loss
RGB and LWIR images input into the fRCNN network trained only on RGB imagery, will produce very different
feature maps. Therefore, detection in the LWIR imagery will be a lot lower than for RGB. As we have only labels
for the RGB imagery, the LWIR image cannot go through the RPN or evaluation network, as shown in Figure 2.
Our solution is to make the RGB and IR feature maps produced from the VGG16 network as similar as possible.

Figure 3. 2D feature space representation of our approach to modality adaptation. The figure shows the RGB and LWIR
sub classes inside the modality class feature space. We use the Mloss to decrease the distance between the two modality
sub classes as shown by the green arrow.

To do this, we minimise the difference between the feature maps (of RGB and LWIR imagery) and add this to
the loss function to update the network during training. Figure 3 shows the 2D feature space representation of
this problem.
Among the multiple ways to measure the difference between the two feature maps, we use the mean squared
error (MSE) for our task as it is a simple but effective way to measure the difference between feature maps. The
MSE loss is shown in the following equation:
Mloss =

s
r
t
1 XXX l
l
(Xm,n − Ym,n
)2
r∗t
m=1 n=1

(5)

l=1

where r ∗ t are the total number of values in one feature map, s is the total number of feature maps, Xr,t is a
value at point r, t in a feature map produced from an RGB image and Yr,t is a value in point r, t of the feature
map produced from a LWIR image. Figure 2 shows where we apply the Mloss in the fRCNN network architecture
when training.
Figure 2 shows how the RGB and LWIR image are passed through the same VGG16 network and produce
feature maps. The MSE of these features maps is calculated and added to the loss function. The RGB feature
map produced then passes into the region proposal network. This network creates proposals (i.e. bounding
boxes) for suspected objects. These proposals combine with the feature map produced after extraction for region
of interest pooling which produces a crop of a suspected object which is then classified. When training, the
network is updated with the four fRCNN losses plus the MSE loss.

3.4 Final loss
The final loss is formulated as the sum of the fRCNN loss denoted as Floss and the Mean squared error loss
Mloss such that:
F inalloss = Floss + αMloss
(6)
where Floss = A + O + B + C and α is a weighting factor to balance the influence of the modality adaptation
during training. While perfect correspondence between RGB and IR will make the adaptation more successful,
this schema can also work for non corresponding images, as we demonstrate in the experimental section. The
value of α can be tuned according to this and is determined experimentally as shown in the results section.

4. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the two datasets used in our experimentation to validate our approach and the results
produced.

Figure 4. Examples of imagery in Thales dataset from the RGB and LWIR cameras. Images are rescaled for display
purposes.

4.1 Datasets
Two RGB-LWIR datasets are used to validate our approach: the FLIR publicly available dataset32 and a dataset
made using a Thales thermal camera ∗ and a commercially available RGB camera.
4.1.1 Thales Dataset
We create our RGB-LWIR dataset using military grade defence cameras and capture unsynchronised (cameras
did not start and end at the same time) RGB and LWIR imagery. Cameras were mounted next to each other
on a tripod so the fields of view are similar but not identical. The RGB camera has a resolution of 1024x768
and Thales LWIR imager has a resolution of 640x480. Weather in the imagery is cloudy, dull and dry and the
background consists of the sky, trees, bushes and a paved light coloured road. There are a stationary vehicle and
trailer to the left in all the imagery. The number of people in the imagery range from one to five. They travel
on random walks and are regularly occluded by each other, the vehicle, the trailer, and when they walk out of
the field of view of the camera. There are instances of people lunging, crouching, making irregular shapes with
their bodies and hiding behind the trailer and vehicle. Object classes included in labelling are people and land
vehicle. The dataset contains 738 labelled images. Examples from this dataset are given in Figure 4.
4.1.2 FLIR dataset
The FLIR dataset consists of synced (in time) annotated thermal imagery (640 x 512) and non-annotated
RGB imagery (1800 x 1600) taken in Santa Barbara, California. Cameras were approximately 5 cm apart and
collimated to minimize parallax. The RGB imagery has a larger field of view than the LWIR imagery; the field of
view for the LWIR imagery is contained within the RGB field of view. Therefore, to use the LWIR annotations
provided for the RGB imagery, some preprocessing of the RGB imagery was required. 1252 labelled images were
used in our experiments.
4.1.3 Experimental setting
Our experiments use pre-trained ImageNet models for our VGG16 network that are available online. We use
cross validation to evaluate our networks using 70% of the images for training and 30% for testing. Of the
available classes we use both vehicle and people. After investigating the effect of different alpha values on our
network, we choose alpha to be 10−4 empirically for the Thales dataset (Figure 5) and 10−6 for the FLIR dataset.
We use the F1 metric as it is the weighted average of Precision and Recall. This score takes both false positives
and false negatives into account. The F1 score is usually more useful than accuracy, especially when there is an
uneven class distribution and it is a widely used metric in machine learning. A detection is classified as correct if
the predicted bounding box has overlap of 50% or more with the ground truth and is classified with the correct
label.

4.2 Results
This subsection presents the F1 scores produced for the two datasets we use in our experimentation.
∗

Contact Thales UK for more detail

Figure 5. LWIR F1 scores with α when trained on Thales dataset.

4.2.1 Thales dataset results
Table 1 shows the F1 scores with and without adaptation on the Thales LWIR and RGB dataset for five epochs.
By looking solely to the non-adapted version, it can be seen that F1 scores for the LWIR imagery decrease after
every epoch when training on RGB data. This is because with every passing epoch, the features are becoming
more specific to the RGB imagery. When using our proposed metric combining Mloss and Floss , the RGB F1
score more or less stays the same while the F1 score for LWIR improves with nearly every epoch. We choose
to compare the F1 score from the fifth epoch as this is when training for the RGB maximises. The experiment
was repeated three times to show that the MSE loss consistently improves the F1 scores on average by 20%.
We conclude that the network is not only adapting to the object detection task but also learning more modality
invariant features with every epoch thanks to the use of our proposed DA.
Table 1. F1 scores for training with and without Mloss for Thales dataset.

Loss

epoch

RGB F1

LWIR F1

Floss

1

86.8

67.8

Floss

2

87.1

66

Floss

3

92.9

64

Floss

4

93.8

59.5

Floss

5

95.3

60.2

Floss + 10−4 ∗Mloss

1

79.3

71.3

Floss + 10−4 ∗Mloss

2

88.5

74.6

Floss + 10

−4

∗Mloss

3

91.9

78.3

Floss + 10

−4

∗Mloss

4

91.6

74.3

Floss + 10

−4

∗Mloss

5

93.8

79.3

4.2.2 FLIR dataset results
Results using the FLIR dataset in Table 2 show that the MSE loss can increase the F1 score on LWIR imagery by
9% and 12% when using non-corresponding and corresponding RGB-LWIR imagery respectively. Corresponding

imagery shows the biggest improvement in F1 scores, but our method still works otherwise. This is a great
advantage in many situations where there are no simultaneous cameras mounted in the same locations/vehicle.
Table 2. F1 scores for training with and without Mloss for FLIR dataset.

Loss

epoch

RGB F1

LWIR F1

Floss

5

46.6

30.8

Floss

10

64.5

29.7

15

64.2

29.7

Floss
Floss + 10

−6

∗Mloss (non − corresponding data)

5

51.9

27.6

Floss + 10

−6

∗Mloss (non − corresponding data)

10

64.3

32.0

Floss + 10

−6

∗Mloss (non − corresponding data)

15

64.5

38.7

Floss + 10

−6

∗Mloss (corresponding data)

5

43.2

29.6

Floss + 10

−6

∗Mloss (corresponding data)

10

63.8

42.9

Floss + 10

−6

∗Mloss (corresponding data)

15

63.9

42.3

5. DISCUSSION
From the results Tables (1, 2), we can see that the MSE loss helps improve the detection rate in LWIR imagery.
The FLIR dataset has a lower initial F1 score than the Thales dataset as this imagery is more complex and
represents a more difficult detection problem. These images are incredibly cluttered, have changing backgrounds
and object classes are continually occluded. Some scenes have ten plus objects classes per image with many
objects overlapping. As a reference value, FLIR produces a mean average precision (mAP) of 58.7% after
training and testing on the LWIR imagery using RefineDetect51232 . We use the FLIR dataset in our paper to
show that transfer learning is possible even in cluttered scenes and not specific to Thales cameras. With this
dataset, we also have the opportunity to show the importance of correspondence between the RGB and thermal
imagery. Having corresponding (RGB/LWIR imagery lined up both in time and space) imagery maximises
adaption process as can be seen in Table 2. This was expected given the definition of MSE loss in equation 5,
where pixel by pixel comparison is performed. However, corresponding imagery is not always possible, so the
fact that this method works in non-corresponding imagery means that it is more applicable to real-life situations.
5.0.1 Learned feature space
As shown in the schematic in Figure 6, training without MSE produces a feature space with the RGB and LWIR
feature maps at a distance to each other. The MSE loss function influences the feature space, so changes in
modalities are less pronounced, as shown in Figure 6 with real data. If the MSE loss is too large, it can create
a feature space with the RGB and LWIR completely overlapping but this can cause detection rates to fall to
zero. This is because the MSE loss overpowers the other losses and the network learns only to create modality
invariant features and not how to detect and classify objects. Figure 6 represents the compromise between
creating modality invariant features and learning to detect objects and classify them correctly.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the use of transfer learning and adaptation techniques for multi-modal object detection
in a security and defence context. We use labelled RGB data for training our network to help detect in the LWIR
modality. Specifically, we propose the application of the mean squared error loss for unsupervised modality
adaptation from RGB to LWIR imagery that doesn’t require corresponding imagery between both modalities.
Results in two different datasets show a promising 10 − 20% increase in F1 scores for LWIR images while
maintaining their RGB performance. The defence and security industry can benefit from our work by achieving
24 hour detection which does not require time and money spent collecting, processing and annotating IR data.

Figure 6. Representation of our approach to the optimization of the MSE loss and its overall effect on the feature space.
Red stars and black squares represent the RGB and LWIR features respectively. The black arrow represents the direction
we want the RGB features to move in.
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